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This dissertation aims to use information systems to achieve three objectives, 
namely to promote the Government Offices, the Chief of conduct ; Second, for 
leadership and superior performance appraisal fair and objective evaluation of the 
data; Third, simple processing of data analysis , decision support form support. 
Development process in line with process control, traces to be investigated, the 
performance may assess the performance management concept and coordination 
office platform organic integration, so that the two operations in a standardized 
machine control implemented simultaneously, synchronization is complete, 
process-oriented, seeking results general principles. Overall design idea is to process 
mechanism as the main line, based on utilization data, focused work performance 
objectives, the target performance management integration. 
This project uses the ZK+Spring+Hibernate technology framework, respectively 
as the presentation layer, business logic layer, data access layer. 
System's main characteristics, firstly of all is performance management and 
coordination office simultaneous implementation ; Second, focus on priority 
management, routine work and standardize management - focus on leadership layout 
work or work take "of a feedback " , "one comment " on the General Steering good 
work habits and daily norm ; Third, civil scientific appraisal management ; Fourth, 
machine control data extraction and processing analysis ; five is the elastic expansion 
of space - customize performance evaluation , assessment could provide a 
performance management system standard items and their weights to adjust and reset 
the indicator automatically generated by the system architecture , the different 
assessment needs flexibility .After a period of deployment was realized using the 
daily office , business , collaboration, and other information in the organs of the 
departments , groups, individuals between the timely and efficient , standardized 
controllable , full sharing of communication processing . After a personal office 















management work together to achieve the performance management process-oriented 
and inspire every employee self-management of energy, based on the initial formation 
of cooperative office participatory performance management . 
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